
vAdvancements with smartphone technology has resulted in
possible collaboration with POC devices.

vSmartphone microscope is one of the many devices that benefits
from smartphone technology, due to the
vCamera sensor size
vComplex camera lens module
vCompact optical setup

Methodology

Abstract
Throughout the past decade, smartphone technologies have advanced rapidly, with primary attention focusing on the enhancement of camera
qualities and software implemented. Taking advantage of these characteristics, smartphone microscopes of lower cost, higher portability, and
feasible resolution could be created. Additionally, magnifying optics can be integrated into the microscope such that it serves the purpose of a
microscope objective lens, enabling the utilization of built-in full image sensor. With the assistance of associated deep-learning based algorithms,
further biological sample analysis and image processing could be carried out to achieve point-of-care applications.

Project Description

Objectives
This project aims to develop a smartphone-based microscope that 
provides easy accessibility to point-of-care applications, in particular:

1. To design and manufacture a miniature microscope which is 
compatible with conventional smartphone cameras and has the 
capability of resolving the nucleus of biological tissues. 

2. To design and incorporate an optical setup in the microscope to 
enable autofluorescence- based tissue imaging. 

3. To program and incorporate a virtual staining algorithm that 
assists in image transformation tasks as well as tissue analysis 
taken by the module in replacement of conventional chemical 
staining methods.

Point-of-care (POC) testing is a method of medically assisting
patients at the patient’s own convenience. With its benefits, POC
testing has the potential to carve a place in the medical industry. At
such, however, POC testing is still limited to certain functionality
such as red blood cell counts or non-hematological exercises.
Further extensive testing instead often requires laboratory
techniques and is expensive to be carried out.

vPOC blood analysis through smartphone microscopy can be
extended to the current COVID19 pandemic

vSeverity of COVID19 symptoms is heavily correlated to cytokine
levels within blood, making the symptoms quantifiable

vBlood analysis can be conducted with complex machine learning
algorithms

vMachine learning algorithms can transform one type of image to
another domain, for example:
vDay to night transformation
vPhotograph to painting transformation
vUnlabeled to labeled tissue transformation

v Resolution and FOV quantification
1951 USAF resolution test chart is utilized to assess the performance 
of our system [2].

vUV Excitation
Samples will be illuminated with UV light with wavelength of 270nm 
where many intrinsic fluorophores shows high absorption spectrum.

vVirtual staining algorithm
A neural network called CycleGAN has been chosen to translate
unstained histological images to stained histological images through
unsupervised learning with unpaired datasets. The diagram below
shows the design of CycleGAN.
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USAF resolution target [2] Diagram for FOV assessment
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vSmartphone camera lens
An additional inexpensive
smartphone camera lens will be
used as an objective lens to
image the specimen. The
smartphone camera used to
take the microscopy image will
serve as the eyepiece lens and a
tube lens for our optical system.

Absorption spectrum [3]  Emission Spectrum [3]

Projected Medical 
POC Market from 

2019-2027 [1]

Smartphone Camera Ray Diagram [4]

CycleGAN Schematic Diagram [5]
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Progressive Designs
1st Design 2nd Design

Results

Final Render (Closed) Final Render (Open)

Final Design
Module components:
v2 CR123A batteries
v2 LED drivers
v2 UVC LED
v2 screws
v1 electronic switch
v1 Huawei P30 Main Camera lens

Imaging manual:
1. Close lid and secure with 3mm

rod
2. Secure slide with soft-tip screws
3. Select illumination modality

Illumination modality:
A) Brightfield (white light): open

central opening, illuminate with
any light source

B) Autofluorescence (UV light):
close central opening with UV
absorbent tape, turn on switch
to illuminate with UVC LED

(a-c) H&E-stained brain sample taken at x6 zoom with brightfield
illumination; (d-f) H&E-stained kidney sample taken at x6 zoom with
brightfield illumination; (g-i) H&E-stained blood smear taken at x6
zoom with brightfield illumination; (j-l) Unlabeled brain sample taken
at x6 zoom with UVC illumination; (m-o) Unlabeled kidney sample
taken at x6 zoom with UVC illumination; (p-r) Unlabeled blood smear
taken at x6 zoom with UVC illumination.

Discussion
Next steps include processing these images by manual selection of
usable images, followed by automated slicing into different
segments, and applying image transformation techniques to
generate a larger dataset with the given images. Afterwards, the
unstained images will be used as a domain, while the stained images
will be used as the target domain for the CycleGAN algorithm. HKUST
computing resources will be utilized to train and validate the
CycleGAN algorithm, and finally with the prepared test datasets
with paired images will be used.

Conclusion
In brief, a smartphone microscope module is made possible thanks
to the presence of deep learning algorithms, smartphones coupled
with high-resolution cameras, along with miniature components,
such as UVC LEDs, batteries, and lenses. This compact smartphone
microscope module is capable of imaging hematological samples
with fine resolution followed by subsequent tissue analysis and
virtual staining transformation. Given its low cost, versatility, and
modularity, the outcome of this project presents numerous point-of-
care potentials, e.g., offering on-site biopsy examination and image-
based hematology. Such potentials also enable easier access to
microscopic imaging technique for the various industries and
academia.
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• Orientation of lens: non-reverse to increase working distance
• Lens type: Huawei P30 Main Camera to optimize focal length
• Camera model: Xiaomi Max 2 to generalize smartphone image quality
• Resolution: 2.19μm capable of resolving nuclei shapes

USAF 1951 Resolution Targets Line Profile

Ray Diagram
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